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Sherwin Bernard Nuland (born Shepsel Ber Nudelman; December 8, 1930 March 3, 2014) was an American surgeon and writer who taught bioethics, history of medicine.


The Mysteries Within has 76 ratings and 11 reviews. Bruce said: Nuland, clinical professor of surgery at Yale University, wrote this book to explore the

Complete summary of Sherwin B. Nuland's The Mysteries Within. eNotes plot summaries cover all the significant action of The Mysteries Within.

Dr. Sherwin Nuland, a writer of unflinching clarity and honesty about difficult topics including his own battles with depression, discusses the history of medical
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Dr. Sherwin Nuland of Yale University discusses his latest book, in which he examines the earliest myths and legends about illness, healing, and the human body, and
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